
HSS DRILL TOOLS

HSS END MILLS
Ava i lab le a re var ious endmi l l configura t ions inc lud ing  

FINISHERS, ROUGHERS, BALL NOSE, REAMER 

DOVETAIL , CHAMFERING, T-SLOT, 

COUNTERBORERS AND 

CORNER ROUNDING TOOLS. 



HSS end mills 2/3/4/6 flute,Drill bit,Taper,Roughers,Reamer etc

EMG

25/32

M2/M42 HSS

Un-coated/TiCN/TiAIN

HRC



*Non-standard size or product parameters not listed above,
  can be customized according to customer needs         
          

HSS Co8, 4 Flute Roughing End Mills  
Mill Cutter,usually used to be assembled on milling machine;     
Suitable for CNC data processing center, carved, high-speed machines;     
Can milling of copper, aluminum, tool steel, cast iron, etc.     
High toughness, abrasion resistance, high-speed cutting for the high E9;     
Can processing directly or fine processing to the heat treatment mold;     

Unit: UK 
 
 

Unit:Metric 
 
 

EMG-08

EMG-09

HSS MULTI FLUTE END MILLS 
ROUGHING CUTTERS   
 
 The General purpose rougher is designed for high production metal removal in 
wide range of work piece material.        
♦ Can milling of copper, aluminum, tool steel, cast iron,and cutting steel grade,etc.       
♦ Available with Coarse Pitch or Fine Pitch.       
♦ Available with 3 flute/4 flute /5 flute cutting       
♦ Available with Non-coated or TiCN Coated.       

*Non-standard size or product parameters not listed above,can be 
  customized according to customer needs         
          

Unit:Metric 
 
 

Unit:UK 
 
 



NC-SPOTTING. DRILLS.Chamfer drills - 
HSS(8% COBALT).     
UNCOATED OR TiN COATING

90˚ and 120˚ NC Spot / Chamfer drills can be used as a spotting tool for 118˚, 120˚, 130˚ or 135˚ 
high speed steel drills.     
They are also used as chamfering tools for tap drill holes.     

 *Non-standard size or product parameters not listed above,can be customized 
   according to customer needs         
          

MACHINE REAMERS, CHUCKING 
REAMERS, HAND REAMERS, 
TAPER SHANK REAMERS  
 HSS Spiral Flute Straight Shank Machine 

Chucking Reamer -  Series EMG24/25

Design for use in turret lathes, screw machines, drill presses and all type 
of machine tool equipment       
♦ Ground with a 45° chamfer, suitable for reaming most materials       
♦ Use for difficult to ream materials       
♦ Material Made of High Speed Steel: HSS M2, M35 Grade       
♦ Finish Sand Blast of Steamed Black       
♦ Square End on Straight Shank Allows Reamer can be used by Operated Hand Wrench       
♦ Tolerance H7       
♦ Helix Angle 7°       
♦ Size Range: Metric: 2mm to 75mm Imperial : 1/16" to 3"inches       
♦ Shank Type: Straight/Parallel Shank       
       

 *Non-standard size or product parameters not listed above,can 
   be customized according to customer needs         
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